
FLASH TEAMSFLASH TEAMS
HIGH ENERGY FUN THAT GETS EVERYONE WORKING TOGETHER AS ONE.

BENEFITS & RESULTS

• Energize and Engage Your Team

• Promotes Camaraderie

• Establishes a Collective Spirit

• Breaks Team Apathy

Take a huge helping of energy from the biggest concert you’ve 
ever seen, mix in the power of a social network hungry for the 
coolest content, and inject business objectives around team 
communication and awareness, then drop it into our team 
blender. From this powerful and unique recipe you get a Flash 
Team.

This event is all about surprise, engagement, cohesion, risk 
taking and energy. Your group will quickly unite as they take 
the concept of a Flash Mob and transform it into what we call a 
Flash Team. You’ll ignite the spark in your team through 
unparalleled communication, spirited energy and shared 
experience. Our trained facilitators and dancers walk you 
through the simple steps that take your group from two left feet 
to the Michael Jackson of dance moves.

United in doing something that is out of most people’s regular 
zone of comfort team members unite in a one of a kind 
experience. A bit silly – yup! But we promise you that it will put 
a smile on the face of even your hardest to impress participant.

PROGRAM LENGTH: 
Approximately 3 - 4 hours

GROUP SIZE: 
30 - 200. For larger groups contact
our agents and we will work to make it happen.

TEAM SIZE:
We break the group up into sections based on
their abilities throughout the event.

SPACE REQUIREMENTS:
Large empty ballroom free of obstructions, and a
similar size public place (with foot traffic) close 
by.

IDEAL USE:
• Celebrate a recent success
• Liven up conferences & annual meetings

WWW.TEAMBONDING.COM

“It was fantastic! Everyone 
participated and the energy was 
terrific! Thanks for all of your help.”

J.D. - SEPHORA
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